Abstract:
We aim to reach concrete structures (low to medium rise) resist external environmental factors (hot climates - humidity - coastal environment - earthquake - frost areas - noisy areas - industrial areas - weather fluctuation - stormy areas. etc), characterized by high fire resistance (externally and internally), achieves higher structural balance rates, higher sustainability rates & higher durability with longer life than counterparts. All of that achieved by using lightweight high performance structural concrete with totally environmentally friendly materials that donot involve any harmful substances, we called it (KanCrete) it is the concrete of the future because, with all these features we do not use any (unconventional) materials, as they are composed of (coarse & fine aggregates) and (ordinary or resistive cement) have the same composition proportions as any conventional concrete, but with the addition of some elements to get all of these advantages. Without a significant increase in cost. (KanCrete) density = (1600 to 1850 kg / m3), reducing 25 % to 35% of conventional concrete weight, Compressive strength = 423 to 523 kg/cm2, with 40% to 75% more than conventional concrete, Heat gain %age = 2.47% to 2.58%, with heat transfer resistance 25 times of insulated conventional concrete, Not permeable to liquids and harmful substances & Chemically balanced in the face of harmful environments. we obtain fully structural system integral components and members, with full distribution of loads in various loading states, high stable & tough structure system.
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